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The tour

An easy trail takes the group to one of the most stunning summits of Rio de Janeiro with a 50-minute 
hike going uphill. From the summit of Pedra Bonita (696m/2283ft) and from a unique angle you'll see 
the famous Pedra da Gávea, the majestic flat rock, like a 'table mountain' that is the biggest monolith 
close to the ocean in the world (842m/2762ft high). From this summit, in clear days, we can also see the 
West coast of Rio, the Barra area with its lagoons, Ipanema and Leblon beaches, and Dois Irmãos Hill.

The trail goes through the Tijuca Rainforest (National Park), one of the largest urban forests in the world 
with 40 km2. On the way up, you will learn and discover the history of Rio and Tijuca Forest, all about the 
coffee farms that used to exist there, the re-forestation that took place in the XIX century and a lot about 
the flora and the ecology of the rainforest. The tour also includes a visit to the Chinese View summit, 
one of the most famous viewpoints in Rio and one of the few places where Christ Redeemer and the 
Sugar Loaf can be placed in the same photo.

      __________________________________________________________________________

Ÿ Features: Requires reasonable fitness. Short and easy rising trail with height exposure and cliffs 
at the summit.

Ÿ insurance + transport* + bilingual ecotour guide (English and Port.- Spanish upon request).Includes: 

Ÿ transfers included (roundtrip) from designated hotels/hostels in the *Transfers/meeting point: 
South Zone of Rio (if the accommodation is not in the route, we’ll suggest the closest meeting point).

Ÿ  food, water/drinks, transport out of the covered area.Not included:

Ÿ ready-to-eat lunch (fruits, sandwich, etc), water (1,5 liters/person), sunblock, What to take: 
insect repellent and a small backpack (to keep the hands free).

Ÿ athletic clothes and shoes (no sandals!), hat.What to wear: 

Ÿ 10 participants (contact us for bigger groups)Maximum capacity on regular tours: 

Ÿ PRIVATE tour available? YES

Ÿ In case of bad weather, the hike/trail may be adapted for safety reasons

Ÿ *Availability: Monday to Friday (except holidays/weekends and days in between)

Total duration:
half-day
4 to 5h

Hike/trail: 
Ÿ 2h (roundtrip)
Ÿ 3,5km = 2.2 miles
Ÿ elevation gain: 203m (667ft)

Level/difficulty: 

EASY

TIJUCA forest express HIKE
-  Pedra Bonita Trail and Summit + Chinese View  -

When: 

Monday to Friday*
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The tour

This circuit was designed by our team of experts in the Tijuca National Park using trails and sites that 
are more hidden and unique and most of the times we don’t see anyone on these trails. The tour offers 
the opportunity to hike through the Tijuca Tropical Rainforest, one of the largest urban forests in the 
world, with 40km2. Our tour takes the group through an off the beaten track circuit of trails to discover its 
nature and lush of this forest. You'll visit peaks, ruins of old coffee farms, caves, and waterfalls hiking in 
the deep jungle, over suspension bridges and crossing streams. Reach the Taquara Hills 
(814m=2670ft), a 100m higher than the Christ Statue, with magnificent views to the West part of Rio, in 
clear days.  Get ready to walk, hike and adventure yourself!  After the hike, refresh yourself showering 
in a waterfall* (bring towel and bathing suit).

The scenery of this tour is amazing and more than nature, it has a lot of adventurous moments inside 
the rainforest visiting sites that are not featured in most tours. On our way up, you will discover the 
history of Rio and Tijuca Forest and all about the coffee farms that used to exist there, its golden years 
and the re-forestation that took place in the XIX century. 

*The water flow on the falls varies according to the intensity of the rain and sometimes maybe not that strong.

      __________________________________________________________________________

Ÿ Requires very good fitness. Long trail, steep and rough terrain with height exposure and Features: 
cliffs at the trail and summit.

Ÿ insurance + transport* + bilingual ecotour guide (English and Port.- Spanish upon Includes: 
request).

Ÿ transfers included (roundtrip) from designated hotels/hostels in the South *Transfers/meeting point: 
Zone of Rio (if the accommodation is not in the route, we’ll suggest the closest meeting point).

Ÿ  food, water/drinks, transport out of covered area.Not included:

Ÿ ready-to-eat lunch (fruits, sandwich, etc), water (2 to 3 liters/person), sunblock, insect What to take: 
repellent and a small backpack (to keep the hands free).

Ÿ athletic clothes and shoes (no sandals!), hat.What to wear: 

Ÿ Maximum capacity on regular tours: 10 participants (contact us for bigger groups)

Ÿ PRIVATE tour available? YES

Ÿ In case of bad weather, the hike/trail may be adapted for safety reasons

Ÿ *Availability: Everyday

Total duration:
full-day
8 to 9h

Hike/trail: 
Ÿ 4 to 5h (roundtrip)
Ÿ 9km = 5.6 miles
Ÿ elevation gain: 651m (2135ft)

Level/difficulty: 

HARD

TIJUCA forest ADVENTURE CIRCUIT
-  Taquara Peak (814m) + Ruins + Caves + Waterfall  -

When: 

Everyday
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The tour

This tour will take you to the west part of Rio, a more untouched area where nature still shouts. Driving 
along the coastline and passing by Reserva Beach and Marapendi Lagoon, our first stop is at Chico 
Mendes Lagoon Park, a protected area where is possible to see* caimans, capybaras and visit the 
project where biology students treat animals to later release them back to their habitat. After that, we'll 
head to Prainha, a charming small beach, the surfers preferred spot in Rio, where we'll do a 1,5h hike to 
Caeté summit (143m = 470ft) that reveals an amazing view of the coast and the mountains of Rio 
where, with some imagination, you can see the 'sleeping giant' laying down, and learn about his legend.

From Prainha we'll jump in the car and with a 5 min. drive we'll get to Grumari, another protected beach 
area where you'll be able to enjoy all the lush of a tropical beach (approx. 2,5h of beach time). White 
sands, blue waters and the green all around. 

*Animals (caimans and capibaras) are in nature and wild environment so seeing them is not 
guaranteed.

      __________________________________________________________________________

Ÿ  Moderate rising trail on rough terrain in tropical rainforest + Features: Requires reasonable fitness. 
staying about 2,5h on Grumari Beach

Ÿ insurance + transport* + bilingual ecotour guide (English and Port.- Spanish upon Includes: 
request).

Ÿ transfers included (roundtrip) from designated hotels/hostels in the South *Transfers/meeting point: 
Zone of Rio (if the accommodation is not in the route, we’ll suggest the closest meeting point).

Ÿ  food, water/drinks, transport out of the covered area.Not included:

Ÿ ready-to-eat lunch (fruits, sandwich, etc), water (2 liters/person), sunblock, insect What to take: 
repellent and a small backpack (to keep the hands free). Towel and bathing suit for the beach.

Ÿ athletic clothes and shoes, hat.What to wear: 

Ÿ Maximum capacity on regular tours: 10 participants (contact us for bigger groups)

Ÿ PRIVATE tour available? YES

Ÿ In case of bad weather, the hike/trail may be adapted for safety reasons

Ÿ *Availability: Tuesday to Friday (except holidays/weekends and days in between)

Total duration:
full-day
8 to 9h

Hike/trail: 
Ÿ 1,5h (roundtrip)
Ÿ 2.8km = 1.8 miles
Ÿ elevation gain: 190m (624ft)

Level/difficulty: 

EASY

PRAINHA + GRUMARI BEACHES (hike and swim)
-  Hike at Prainha + Beach at Grumari (2,5h)+ Chico Mendes Park 

When: 

Tuesday to Friday*
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The tour

On this tour, you'll hike in the main sector of the Tijuca National Park and get to know the most important 
attractions as the Taunay Waterfall (35m and highest of the park), the bridge Job de Alcântara built in 
1860 and used in the movie Hulk, the Mayrink Chapel, and the Visitors Center. Then our team will lead 
you in a short up and downhill hike in a more rough trail through a deeper part of the rainforest, 
experiencing the nature and the lush of tropical rainforest until reach the Cascatinha Summit, 525m 
(1722ft) with an amazing view of the valley and to the highest peaks of the park (Tijuca Peak, Pedra da 
Gávea e Tijuca Mirim).

On the way, you will learn and discover the history of Rio, Brazil and Tijuca Forest, all about the coffee 
farms that used to exist there, the re-forestation that took place in the XIX century and a lot about the 
flora and the ecology of the rainforest. The tour also includes a visit at the Chinese View summit, one of 
the most famous viewpoints in Rio and one of the few places where Christ Redeemer and the Sugar 
Loaf can be placed in the same photo.

    _________________________________________________________________________

Ÿ Features: Requires reasonable fitness. Short and easy rising trail going up and down hill on rough 
terrain.

Ÿ insurance + transport* + bilingual ecotour guide (English and Port.- Spanish upon request).Includes: 

Ÿ transfers included (roundtrip) from designated hotels/hostels in the *Transfers/meeting point: 
South Zone of Rio (if the accommodation is not in the route, we’ll suggest the closest meeting point).

Ÿ  food, water/drinks, transport out of the covered area.Not included:

Ÿ ready-to-eat lunch (fruits, sandwich, etc), water (1,5 liters/person), sunblock, What to take: 
insect repellent and a small backpack (to keep the hands free).

Ÿ athletic clothes and shoes (no sandals!), hat.What to wear: 

Ÿ 10 participants (contact us for bigger groups)Maximum capacity on regular tours: 

Ÿ PRIVATE tour available? YES

Ÿ In case of bad weather, the hike/trail may be adapted for safety reasons

Ÿ *Availability: Everyday

Total duration:
half-day
4 to 5h

Hike/trail: 
Ÿ 2h (roundtrip)
Ÿ 4,5km = 2.8 miles
Ÿ elevation gain: 313m (1026ft)

Level/difficulty: 

EASY

TIJUCA Forest FAMILY HIKE
-  Taunay Cascade + Mayrink Chapel + Visitor’s Center Expo + Cascatinha Summit  -

When: 

Everyday
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The tour

As an option for a second day in Rio, for those who already visited the main attractions, the Rio Eco-Citytour 
is a great option. Combining all the main ‘green’  and nature areas of the city, visiting National Parks and 
protected areas that are off-the-beaten-track and not featured in the regular tours. 

Waterfalls, rainforest, secluded beaches, lagoons with caimans, capybaras and summits with magnificent 
views are featured on this tour.

For those who love nature but are not willing to hike and trek, this is the perfect tour. Within 1 day, our team 
will take you to visit Rio, South, North, and West, picking the best nature spots. On each of one of the parks, 
there will a bit of walking (but NOT hiking in trails) to get to know and experience the lush of our tropical 
ecosystem and maybe see some wildlife.

1) Penhasco Dois Irmãos Park, with a great view to Ipanema and Leblon beach

2) Tijuca Forest National Park, waterfall and Chinese View summit

3) Break for snacks/lunch (not included)

4) Chico Mendes Lagoon Park, where is possible to see caimans and capibaras

5) Prainha Beach Park, a little beach, surfer’s preferred spot, surrounded by mountains and rainforest

6) Grumari Beach Park, a secluded and protected beach area, where participants are invited to wade in the 
water or take a dip.

     __________________________________________________________________________

Ÿ NO HIKING. Some walking  on flat terrain (aprox. 15 min) on each stop.Features: 

Ÿ insurance + transport* + bilingual ecotour guide (English and Port.- Spanish per request).Includes: 

Ÿ transfers included (roundtrip) from designated hotels/hostels in the *Transfers/meeting point: 
South Zone of Rio (if the accommodation is not in the route, we’ll suggest the closest meeting point).

Ÿ  food, water/drinks, transport out of the covered area.Not included:

Ÿ ready-to-eat lunch (fruits, sandwich, etc), water (2 liters/person), sunblock, insect What to take: 
repellent and a small backpack (to keep the hands free).

Ÿ athletic clothes and shoes (no sandals!), hat.What to wear: 

Ÿ Maximum capacity on regular tours: 10 participants (contact us for bigger groups)

Ÿ PRIVATE tour available? YES

Ÿ *Availability: Tuesday to Friday (except holidays/weekends and days in between)

Total duration:
full-day
8 to 9h

Fitness: 
Ÿ NO hiking in trails
Ÿ Some walking on flat terrain on each 

stop

Level/difficulty: 

VERY EASY

RIO ECO-CITYTOUR
-  Visit all the main ‘green’ areas and eco-parks in Rio within 1 day -

When: 

Tuesday to Friday*
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The tour

 A short but steep trail takes us through the Atlantic Forest to the top of Urca Hill (220m = 721 feet), the 
first and lowest mountain of the Sugar Loaf Natural Monument. After visiting Morro da Urca, we get to 
the top of the Sugar Loaf by cable-car (396m = 1299 feet), to enjoy one of the most beautiful scenery of 
Rio, where ocean, city and mountain mix in a unique way. During this tour, you will discover the history 
of Rio and curious facts about one of the most famous mountains on the planet and its cable car 
system, third to be built in the world, in 1912.

After visiting and enjoying the top of Sugar Loaf,  we take the cable-car* back to the first mountain and 
then hiking the trail we get to the starting point to enjoy the beautiful landscape of Cláudio Coutinho Way 
with the ocean in the background and monkeys and birds playing around. The area, besides being a 
beautiful place, has a lot of history and curiosities, since it was the location where the city of Rio was 
founded by the Portuguese and from where they began their offensive against the French in 1565.

*The cable-car ticket is included for half of the way and considers (hike+cable-car +hike). For participants who decide 
not to hike, there will be an additional cost.

      _________________________________________________________________________

Ÿ Features: Requires reasonable fitness. Short but steep rising trail going up and down the hill on rough 
terrain.

Ÿ PRIVATE ONLY

Ÿ Includes: insurance + transport + cable-car ticket *+ bilingual ecotour guide (English and Port.). *The 
cable-car ticket is included for half of the way and considers (hike+cabel-car). For participants who 
decide not to hike, there will be an additional cost.

Ÿ *Transfers/meeting point: transfers included (roundtrip) from designated hotels/hostels in the South 
Zone of Rio (if the accommodation is not in the route, we’ll suggest the closest meeting point).

Ÿ Not included: food, water/drinks, transport out of the covered area.

Ÿ What to take: sunblock, insect repellent and a small backpack (to keep the hands free), snacks + 
water.

Ÿ What to wear: athletic clothes and shoes (no sandals!), hat.

Ÿ In case of bad weather, the hike/trail may be adapted for safety reasons

Ÿ  Monday to Friday (except holidays/weekends and days in between)*Availability:

Total duration:
half-day

approx 4 to 5h

Hike/trail: 
Ÿ approx 2h (roundtrip)
Ÿ 3km = 1.9miles
Ÿ elevation gain: 220m (721ft)

Level/difficulty: 

MODERATE

HIKING TO SUGAR LOAF
-  Hike to Urca Hill + Cable-car ride to Sugar Loaf -

When: 

Monday to Friday*
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